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ABSTRACT 

A Monte Carlo simulation code is developed for the ICRF heating in helical systems, 

which tattes into account finite beta effects, complicated orbits of high energetic particles. 

Coulomb collisions, and interactions between the particles and the applied waves. The 

code is used to investigate the ICRF minority heating in the Large Helical Device. The 

configuration of the magnetic fields changes significantly due to finite beta effects in the 

Large Helical Device. The resonance layer position is found to be crucial to the heating 

efficiency as the plasma beta increases. When the strength of the resonance magnetic field 

is set to the value at the magnetic axis, the higher heat efficiency is obtained and no clear 

difference of the heat efficiency due to the finite beta effects is found at the high 1CRF 

wave power region. However thp radial profile of the transferred power to majority ions 

and electrons from minority ions changes by the deformation of the napped particle orbits 

due to the finite beta effects. The heat efficiency is improved if the radial electric field, 

Er. is positive {Er is directed radially outward) and it is also improved by supplying :lHe 

minority ions rather than proton minority ions. 



1. INTRODUCTION 
The electromagnetic wave heating in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) 

has attracted much attention as an effective heating method and up to MW order of 

ICRF heating experiments have been performed not only in tokamaks but also in helical 

systems[l-4]. The theoretical studies of the ICRF heating in tokamaks have been done 

mainly by solving the Fokker-Planck equation. However, recently the importance of finite 

orbit effects in ICRF heatings of tokamak plasmas was pointed out[5,6] and it was shown 

that radial profiles of fast ions and depositions change substantially. In helical systems 

the study of the ICRF heating solving the Fokker-Planck equation was done by Fukuyania 

et al.[7] and their result suggests that the heating property is strongly influenced by the 

existence of loss cones for fast ions. Additionally, high energy particles produced by ICRF 

heating draw a complicated orbit because of the uon-axisymmetric eonfiguration[8-ll] and 

these orbits of high energy particles would play an important role in the ICRF heating. 

Therefore the inclusion of effects of finite particle orbits is requirod to evaluate the more 

accurate heating efficiency in helical systems. The Monte Carlo simulation method is one 

of the useful methods to include these effects and has been applied to the analysis of the 

neutral beam injection heating in non-axisymmetric systems|12-16]. 

In this paper we study the ICRF heating of the plasma in the Large Helical Device 

(LHD)[Z7] using the Monte Carlo simulation code, MOMOCO, in which finite beta effects, 

complicated orbits of high energy particles. Coulomb collisions, and interactions between 

particles and the applied ICRF waves are included. The two ion component plasma which 

consists of electrons, majority ions, and minority ions is considered in the minority heating 

regime of ICRF heating. Choosing the small fraction of minority ions and the proper 

ity, almost all the wave energy is absorbed by minority ions through the ion cyclotron 

resonance. We treat deuteron as the majority ion and proton or 3He as the minority 

ion. The stored energy in minority ions is transferred to majority ions and electrons 
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through particle Coulomb collisions and, then, the plasma is heated up. If all of the 

stored energy of minority ions is transferred to them the heating efficiency is considered 

to be unity. However, there exist some loss mechanism of stored energy of minority ions, 

e.g. the orbit loss and charge exchange loss. In a helical system the dominant mechanism 

losing the stored energy in minority ions is the orbit loss of particles. Thus, we consider 

only the dominant effect, i.e. the orbit loss, in the present paper. The loss boundary of 

the particle confinement is given by the last closed magnetic surface of the equilibrium. 

This assumption might over-count the loss of the particles and the extension of the loss 

boundary to the vacuum vessel is need for further studies. In that case, however, the large 

increment of the charge exchange loss of minority ions would occur and there also needs 

to incorporate the effects of the charge exchange loss[13.16]. 

The magnetic configuration of LHD is calculated by the three dimensional magnetohy-

drodynamic (MHD) equilibrium code, VMEC[18]. Magnetic surfaces of the LHD plasma 

are deformed due to large Shafranov shift with increasing the plasma beta, resulting in 

large changes in particle orbits. Changing the plasma beta we investigate the plasma beta 

effects on the ICRF minority heating. 

Effects of the radial electric field is also studied. In helical systems the radial electric 

field, Br, much affects particle motions not only at the plasma periphery but also near 

the center of plasma[9,10]. Here we introduce a model E, field and study the effects on 

the ICRF heating. It should give us a clue to make clear the relation between the ICRF 

heating and the radial electric field, ET. 

The magnetic configuration of the LHD to be studied is shown in Section 2. In section 

3 the orbit following part, Monte Carlo collision operator, and ICRF heating model are 

explained. The results from calculations are shown in section 4. Firstly we show the 

finite beta effects aod, secondly the influence of the radial electric field and the species of 

minority ions are shown. Conclusion is given in section 5. 
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2. MAGNETIC CONFIGURATION OF THE LARGE 

HELICAL DEVICE 

In this paper we study the ICRF heating of the plasma in the Large Helical Device 

(LHD) for the magnetic configuration obtained as follows. First we calculate the vacuum 

magnetic field using the actual coil parameters of the LHD. The main parameters of LHD 

are given in Table I. Controlling the axisymmetric poloidal fields, we can move the plasma 

horizontally to shift the magnetic axis position inward or outward relative to the center of 

helical coils. We can also add the ellipiticity to the magnetic surfaces adjusting the poloidal 

fields. We. here, introduce the LHD configuration called "the standard configuration"(17j 

in which the shift of the vacuum magnetic axis position, A, is — 0.15m (0.15m inward 

shift) and the toroidally averaged magnetic surfaces are nearly circular in the vacuum 

field. This configuration satisfies the requirements for high plasma performance, i.e. a 

good bulk particle confinement, a high plasma beta, and creating a divertor configuration. 

Using the vacuum magnetic field configuration, we solve the three dimensional finite 

beta MHD equilibrium by the VMEC code[18] under the fixed boundary condition. We 

assume the pressure profile, P, as P = Po{l - ii>)2 where i/> is the normalized toroidal flux. 

Based on the obtained MHD equilibrium we construct the Boozer coordinates {i\9,<b), 

where ip is the toroidal flux divided by 2x, and & and tp are poloidal and toroidal angle, 

respectively. In this step we select dominant poloidal and toroidal Fourier modes of the 

magnetic strength B. Because the numbers of Fourier modes of the magnetic configuration 

in the constructed Boozer coordinates amounts to more than 1000, it is not convenient 

to calculate particle motions with aD the modes. The dominant modes are selected by 

the condition. \B,„,„{ip)\ / \Bmar[p)\ > ec, where Bmar is the maximum mode amplitude 

except Bo,o on the magnetic surface with a label of i> and ec is a critical parameter of 

mode selection to be specified. Evaluation of this condition is done at the each i!> surface 

and if a mode satisfies this condition at least at one t' surface this mode is included in the 
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all t surfaces. Table II shows the number of selected modes in terms of plasma beta at 

the axis, fa, when £c = 1.0 x 10""3. The rapid increase in the number of selected modes 

shows that the configuration becomes more complicated with increasing beta. 

Figure 1 shows the contour of the magnetic field strength in the Boozer coordinates. We 

show the four beta value cases, I3Q = 0.0,2.0,4.0,6.0%, with three different toroidal angles, 

p = 0.0,1/4 x 2ir/m and 2/4 X %%jm where m[= 10) is the toroidal pitch number shown 

in Table I. In the real coordinates these magnetic surfaces indicate the longitudinally 

elongated shape for the toroidal angle <£ = 0,0 and the laterally elongated shape for 

0 = 2/4 x 2;r/10. Significant changes in the magnetic configuration are attributed to large 

Shafranov shifts due to the finite beta effects. Figure 2 shows the contours of mori-B,,,,,, 

which approximately give the orbits of deeply trapped partirles[19]. In Fig. 2 magnetic 

surfaces are concentric circles (not shown) and it is seen that the contours deviate from 

the magnetic surfaces more and more as /?0 increases. This means that the confinement 

of deeply trapped particles becomes worse with increasing beta. This fact suggests that 

motions of trapped particles as well as transition particles are more complicated in higher 

beta plasma. 

3. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 

In order to study the ICRF minority heating taking into account the complicated 

motions of minority ions, Coulomb collisions of minority ions with majority ions and 

electrons, and interactions of minority ions with the ICRF wave, we develop a Monte 

Carlo simulation code "MOMOCO". This code mainly consists of three parts; particle 

orbit following part, particle collision part, and ICRF heating part. 

In the particle orbit following part we solve the equation of motion in the Boozer 

coordinates. Starting from the Hamiltonian of charged particle, 

H = -mv'l + fiB + q$>, (1) 
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where m, q, v^ and p. are the mass, the charge, the parallel velocity and the magnetic 

moment of the particle, respectively, we can obtain equations of motion in terms of the 

Boozer coordinates at finite plasma beta, which are given by[20] 

/ dB ,dB\ S 

• fcdB » \ / , <i'B2

Pc (pj' + p 
+ ; . (o) 

where 

7 = 9[s(ft/' + l ) - / ( M ' - * ) ] . (6) 

S = q2plB/m + ,,. (7) 

and f is the toroidal flux divided by 2ir, pc = mi)\/qB, and 6/ and p are the poloidal and 

toroidal angles, respectively. J(t') is the toroidal current within a flux surface. g{r) is the 

poloidal current outside a flux surface and * is the rotational transform. We solve the 

time development of eqs. (2) to (5) with high accuracy. 

In order to take into account Coulomb collisions of minority ions with majority ions 

and electrons we introduce the Monte Carlo collision operator based on the binominal 

distributional]. The pitch angle scattering by the particles of species s after the time 

interval Af is given in terms of A, A = V[\/v. by 

A„+ 1 =A„(l-</ r f s A/) + ff[(l-A^)i/d,Af)1/'2, (8) 

where a takes +1 or - 1 with equal probabilities, v^ is the deflection collision frequency 

written by 

3/ f f \" 2 $(.!•)-*(.r) 
"* = 2 ( 2 ) "* ? • R» 

$M = -4= /'exp(-f2)rff, (10) 
\/jr Jo 

<i(x) = (<$-.r$')/2.r 2, (11) 



where x = v/v,us and Va, is the thermal velocity of the background particles of species s 

(s = i or e). vB, is the Braginskii collision frequency, 

_ 4 I it \ l ' 2 A.gjn, 
I \mj J,3'2 ' l ' 

where A„ is the Coulomb logarithm, and qa, na, and Ta are the charge, the density, and the 

temperature of the background particles of species s, respectively. The energy scattering 

after the time interval A/ is given by 

E„+l = E. - {2uE,At) ]E. Q + ~fif\ T.\ + ̂ 2[T,E^E,At)YI\ (13) 

where 

»E, = Z{*WVBMX)IA- (14) 

In this collision operator we decide the tune step, At. to satisfy the condition , vdaAt « 1. 

We calculate the pitch angle scattering and energy scattering of minority ions by the two 

species, i.e. majority ion and electron, in every time step. 

When a minority ion passes through the ion cyclotron resonance layer the particle 

interacts with the ICRF waves to change its velocity. The resonance condition is given by 

hi- fc||t>n = nfi, (15) 

where u and k\\ are the frequency and the parallel wave number of the applied ICRF wave, 

respectively. v\\ and (I are the parallel velocity and the cyclotron frequency, n = gB/m, 

of the minority, respectively. Assuming Aty ~ 0, the change in the velocity occurs in the 

perpendicular direction and is given by[22] 

AvL = ±1 e-""*' [|£ + | J.-dhp) + |£_| J„ + , ( t ip)l (16) 

where p is the larmor radius, p = mt'i/gB, and J„ is the n-th Bessel function of the first 

kind. <pr is the phase of the ICRF wave which is treated as uniform random between (1 to 

2ir and / is the function related to the resonance duration time. When the turning point 



dose not close to the resonance layer / is written as / = y2ir/n£l where tl is the time 

derivative of U, ft = qjm{v • V)B. As the turning point comes very near the resonance 

layer fl becomes zero (ry ~ 0) and the higher order correction in terms of J) should be 

included. That is expressed [5,23,24] as / = ^ir[nVl/2]-l^Ai{0), whore .4/ is the Airy 

function. However we introduce the more simplified model in which J takes the constant 

value when the turning point closes to the resonance layer. The obtained results, e.g. heat 

efficiency, transferred power and etc., for the two models show good agreements and we 

here use the simplified model when the turning point closes th the resonance layer in the 

following calculations. 

Further assuming k±p ~ 0 and n - 1. we obtain 

^ = ^ i p " ' f c <17> 
We assume that the applied wave electric field on the resonance layer, ERF(= \E+\), is 

uniform over the resonance layer and fixed in time. 

In order to study the influence of the radial electric field we introduce a model radial 

electric field which is expressed as 

*,(,) - -5gQ. (18) 
*(i'<) = * „ U - ? ) a . (19) 

We use 1000 ~ 3000 particles and assume that initially all the minority ions form a 

Maxwelliau distribution in the velocity space: 

/(l') = ( ^ f e o x p I - " 2 / 2 l ' - ] - (20) 

where X is the total number of minority ions used in the calculations. In Eq. (20), e,/. 

is the thermal speed of initially loaded minority ions with a constant temperature of 1.0 

keV . Pitch angles of the minority ions are randomly distributed. The minority ions are 

initially loaded in the real space by 

n(if) = n,„o exp[-ci?'], (21) 



where >̂ = ii>/t!>a (t/\, is the flux function on the last dosed flux surface). Note that t'* is 

proportional to ?-2, where ;' is the average minor radius. /i„tl) is the density of minority 

ions at the axis (0 = 0) and c is the inverse of the standard deviation, set to be 4 in the 

present paper. The particles are randomly distributed in the 9 and Q space. 

Minority ions are accelerated on average by the waves and heat the majority ions 

and electrons through Coulomb collisions. Therefore temperatures of majority ions and 

electrons change during the development of ICRP heating. However, we fix the density 

and temperatures of majority ions and electrons during the calculations for simplicity. 

The distribution of majority ions and electrons are given by 

MVO = ne(t<) = n 0 ( l - ? r , (22) 

Tc(i') = r e 0 ( l - ? r , (23) 

Tid') = r f f l ( l - ? )«» . (24) 

where n,,- and ne are the density of majority ions and electrons, respectively, and 7} and Tt. 

are the temperature of majority ions and electrons, respectively. We set the parameters 

as n 0 = 1.0 x 10 2 0m" 3, TeQ = l.OkeV, Ti0 = l.OkeY and a, = a2 = a3 = 2. This simple 

model enables us to gain an insight about basic physics lying under the ICRF heatinsj. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Effects of Finite Beta 

We perform a large number of simulation runs changing the plasma beta, the strength 

of wave electric field, ERF, and the position of resonance layer. First we show the time 

development of our simulation for a typical case of parameters; , j 0 = 0.0%, EKt- = 2.5 x 

lO'V/m, and $ = O.OeV. The strength of the resonance magnetic field is set to the value 

at the magnetic axis. Figure 3-(a) shows the time development of averaged total energy 

of minority ions (solid line} and perpendicular one (dashed line). Initially the pitch angle 
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of the. minority ions are randomly distributed form 0 to jr. Most of particles (~ 80%) are 

circulating particles at the first stage of the time development. Circulating particles move 

nearly along a magnetic field line and change the perpendicular velocity by the amount of 

Ai'± given by Eq. (17) whenever they pass through the ion cyclotron resonance layer. The 

particles gain energy perpendicular to the magnetic field with time and the pitch angles 

of the particles are increased. Then the particles turn into trapped particles. From this 

figure we can see the rapid increase of the average energy and the rapid production of the 

high energy tail of minority ions during the first 1ms. In contrast with it, around 10ms the 

average energy of minority ions seems to be saturated, because the absorbed ICRF wave 

power by minority ions, Pat„, is balanced with the other two powers; the power transferred 

to majority ions and electrons, Ptranai and the power lost by the orbit losses of minority 

ions, Pi„,. Here, we define the absorbed power, P„b,, by 
M 

tf.6» = ? E A £ f (25) 
i=l 

where £E; is the energj' change given by Eq. (17), M is the number of times passing 

through the resonance layer of minority ions per unit time. £ is a factor to translate the 

value obtained by the simulation into that of real plasma and is given by jV„,,„/jYj/r, 

where Nmi„ is the actual numbers of minority ions in the plasma and Ntic is the numbers 

of minority ions used in the Monte Carlo simulations. In order to evaluate the value of 

{,, we must specify the fraction of minority ions in the plasma which is determined based 

on the relation between the absorption power and the strength of wave electric field in 

the real plasma. Throughout the paper we assume that the fraction of minority ions is 

3%[25]. Other powers, Pm„, and Pi„„ are defined in a similar way. 

The absorbed power, P^, changes during the time development. It is large at the 

initial stage (f < 1ms) because of the relatively small t>n and the large fraction of circulating 

particles which frequently pass through the resonance layer (M in Eq.(25) is large). After 2 

or 3ms the particle energy rises and the fraction of trapped or transition particles increases, 

resulting in smaller P^, Finally Pab, becomes close to a constant value. Fig. 3-(b) shows 
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the time development of the total absorption energy to minority ions, / P0t,dt, (solid line) 

and the total transferred energy, JPlra„,dt, (dotted line). The dashed line shows the 

fraction of the transferred energy in the reduction of the minority ion energy and we can 

see no remarkable change in the fraction of transfer energy when t > 4ms. Hereafter we 

discuss the heating efficiency using the saturated value shown here. 

We consider the finite beta effects on the ICRF minority heating changing the plasma 

beta value at the center, /?0, from 0.0% to 6.0/J. We show the radial profile of the trans

ferred power from minority ions to majority ions and electrons. Figure 4 shows the com

parison of Pir„„j between (a) the /% = 0.0% case and (b) ffo = 6-0% case. In both cases 

the strengths of the resonance magnetic field are set to the value at the magnetic axis 

and the strengths of wave electric field, ERF are fixed to Eur = 2.5 x 103V/m. The 

closed circles show the transferred power to majority ions and the open circles are that 

to electrons. In both cases the transferred powers to electrons are larger than those of 

ions. This is because many of minority ions are accelerated up to a larger energy than the 

critical energy[26J Ec ~ 10 keV and minority ions heat mainly electrons. 

The significant difference of radial profile can be seen between the two cases. In the 

case of A> = 0.0, the profile has a peak near the center and decreases roughly monotonically 

with r. On the other hand two peaks of PtTm, are found in the case of 0o = 6.0%. 

Figure 5 shows the projection of the typical particle orbits on the poloidal cross section 

for two different 0a values and pitch angles. The particle collisions and the interaction 

with ICRF wave are not applied. It is found that the orbits of the deeply trapped particles 

(Fig. 5-(a) and (c)) agree well with the /?„,,-„ contour lines in Fig. 2. From this figure the 

excursion of the deeply trapped particle from the original magnetic surface would enhance 

the power transfer not only at the center region but also at the plasma periphery in the 

case of /?o = 6.0%. Additionally, the behavior of the transition particles in the case of 

Ai = 6.0% (Fig. 5- (d)), which is different from that of the fa = 0.0% case (Fig. 5- (b)), 

would also contribute to the formation of two peaks. In the case of ffo = 0.0% (Fig. 5-
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(b)) the transition from helically trapped particle to circulating particle occurs and the 

circulating particle moves outward (the center of the torus is located on the left side of 

the Figures). Thus, the circulating particle crosses the different £„,,„ contours in Fig. 2 

at the transition point. On the other hand, in the case of 0o = 6-0% the two types of 

transition are found and the particles does not shift on the different Bmin contour so much 

(Fig. 5-(d)), which leads to keeping the resonance with the RF wave in the same orbit of 

B m i n . Therefore, in the case of /30 = 6.0%, the high energy particles would be distributed 

near the Bmj„ region where magnetic field strength is equal to the resonance magnetic 

field. Then the transferred power from minority ions is also enhanced near that region. 

As a result the radial profile of the transferred power has two peaks in r (see the radial 

position of the i?m,„ line of the resonance magnetic field strength in Fig. 2). On the other 

hand, in the case of 0Q ~ 0.0%, because of the change of Bmin during the transition the 

distribution of high energy particles would have a broader profile. Thus the radial profile 

of the transferred power does not have two peaks. Note that the radial profile of P i r a n a 

highly depend on the nature of the transition particles. 

We show next the finite 0 effect on the heating efficiency of the ICRF minority heating. 

We introduce the transfer rate which is defined by Pirant/Pabs as a measure of the heating 

efficiency. Figure 6 shows the plots of transfer rates versus P,,^. The strengths of the 

resonance magnetic field are set to the value at the magnetic axis. The absorption power is 

changed by changing the RF electric field on the resonance layer from Ear = 10 x l&^V/m 

to ERF = 3.0 x 103V/m in this Figure. In the case of 0O = 0.0%, the transfer rate is 92% 

for P„b, = 2MW and decreases monotonically with increasing in Pau. For finite 0 values 

(/Jo = 4.0 and 6.0%) the transfer rates are around 70% when Pai, < 5MW. However, no 

remarkable differences in transfer rates are found for different 0 values (0o = 0.0, 2.0, 4.0, 

6.0%) in the region of high absorption power (Pab, > 5MW). 

We study the influence of the position of resonance layer on the transfer rate changing 

the applied wave frequency, /o. Assuming fc|| =: 0 we find that the resonance layer cor-
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responds to the isosurface of the strength of magnetic field defined by B„, = 2irfm/q. 

Hereafter we use B„, to express the position of thp resonance layer. We vary flr„ from 

2.8T to 3.2T. Figure 7 show the influence of the resonance layer position on the transfer 

rate. Closed circles, triangles, and squares (or solid, dashed, and broken lines) are the re

sults for B„, = Ba,i,. In the case of A = 0.0% the transfer rate does not change so much 

even if B„, deviates from B0»,,. However, as indicated by open triangles and squares in 

Fig. 7, the transfer rates are reduced if the position of the resonance layer is moved from 

the layer with Bres = Baxia. In addition to this fact it is found that the absorption power. 

P„&, changes according to the position of resonance layer. For instance, in the 4i = 6% 

case. Pot, = 4,6, and 12MW for B„, = 3.2, 2.8(B„ ( s), and 3.0T, respectively, for the 

same strength of the RF electric field, ERF. 

4.2 Influence of radial electric field on the ICRF heating 

In this section we study the influence of the radial electric field on the ICRF heating. 

The model field given by Eqs. (18) and (19) are employed. The introduction of the radial 

electric Held adds the E x B drift to the particle motion. When the directions oiExB drift. 

V'EXS, and the VB drift motion, VVB, are the same, the confinement of trapped particles 

is improved, while it deteriorates if they are opposite. In the case of \\'t:xn\ » \\"VB\ 

the particle confinement is improved regardless of both directions. Even for circulating 

particles the E x B drift may affect their confinement[13). 

The plots of the transfer rate for the different electric potential rallies are shown in 

Fig. 8. Closed circles, triangles, and squares (or solid, dashed, and broken lines) show the 

transfer rates for i)0 = 0.0, 4.0, 6.0% respectively when $o = 0. Open circles, triangles, 

and squares are transfer rates with radial electric fields of $ 0 = -l.OkeV, +1.0keV. and 

+5.0keV. It is seen from Fig. 8 that the transfer rates are improved if $ 0 > 0 ( £ r > 0) 

and deteriorate if $o < 0 (Er < 0). 

Figure 9 shows the orbits of deeply trapped particle based on the mod-B„„„ contours. 
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In the case of $ 0 > 0 the orbits approach concentric circles to be well confined. On the 

other hand the orbits of deeply trapped particles are largely deformed in the case of $ 0 < 0 

and the fraction of unclosed orbits is increased. Thus the better confinement of deeply 

trapped particles are obtained in the $ 0 > 0 case and the confinement deteriorates in the 

*o < 0 case. As a result the higher transfer rate is found in the $ 0 > 0 case. 

When we compare the changes in the transfer rates of the finite /? case with those of 

0o = 0.0% case due to the radial electric field the larger changes are found in the finite 

/? case. This comes from the fact that the distorted orbits of helically trapped particles 

are reformed to improve their confinement by the E x B drift. In Fig. 9 the orbits of 

ffo - 0-0% case are reformed better than those of 0o = 0.0% case. 

4.3 Influence of the species of minority ion 

In this section we consider 3He ions as minority ions to compare the result with that 

of proton minority ions. In the 3He minority case the improvement of the transfer rate 

is expected because of the relatively short mean free path and small larmor radius. The 

comparison of the results between proton and 3He minority cases is shown in Fig. 10. 

Large increases in P&, are found in all 3He cases (open circles, triangles, and squares) 

and these values are nearly two times larger than those of the proton minority case 

(closed circles, triangles, and squares) for the same ERF- Assuming the same temper

atures for two species of minority ions we can evaluate the ratio of i*o6» by Eq. (IT) to be 

P„6.(3He)/.P(,!„(proton) a 1.86 which agrees with the simulation results. 

The decreases of the number of lost minority ions are found in all So case. In the 

/Jo = 0.0% case the orbit loss decreases by 10% compared to the proton case and that 

decrease is larger when the plasma beta is increased. In the So = 6.0% case the orbit loss 

is less than that in proton case by 30%. 

Transfer rates are improved in the 3He minority case by a factor of 1.3 ~ 1.5. That is 

due to the increase in collisions of minority ions with majority ions and electrons and the 
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decrease in orbit losses. 

The radial profile of the transferred power to the majority ions and electrons are shown 

in Fig. 11; (a) 0o = 0.0% and (b) fo = 6.0%. Comparing with the proton minority case 

large increases in the transferred power to majority ions are found in both cases. This 

is explained by the increase in the critical energy, Bc. In the proton minority case the 

critical energy is Ec =; 10 keV near the plasma center and energy of protons flows mainly 

to electrons, while in the 3He minority case the critical energy is Ec ^ 27 keV near the 

plasma center and the partition to ions becomes large. The critical energy, Ee, is roughly 

proportional to the electron temperature and decreases with r. Thus the reduction of the 

transfer power to ions is found in the periphery of the plasma. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have investigated the ICRF minority heating in the LHD plasma using the Monte 

Carlo simulation code, MOMOCO, in which finite beta effects, complicated orbits of 

high energetic particles. Coulomb collisions, and interactions between particles and the 

applied waves are included. The three dimensional MHD equilibrium is calculated by the 

VMEC code and the particle orbits are followed in the Boozer coordinates according to 

the equilibrium. 

We have firstly shown the Monte Carlo simulation results for the time development 

of the minority ion heating in a helical system. The average energy of minority ions 

increases rapidly and a saturation of the average energy appears. In this saturated state 

the absorption power of the minority ions from ICRF wave, Pat,, balances with the sum of 

the power transferred to majority ions and electrons, P, r a»„ and the power lost by the orbit 

losses of minority ions, Pio,^ The finite beta effects on the radial profile of the transferred 

powers to majority ions and electrons have been investigated. The clear change in the 

radial profile of transferred power can be seen when the plasma beta is increased. This 
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comes from the deformation of the trapped particle orbits due to the finite beta effects. 

The finite beta effects on the heating efficiency have been studied. It has been shown 

that the heating efficiency decreases with increasing plasma beta, but the efficiencies are 

not changed so much for different betas if the ICRF power is high. The dependency of 

the heating efficiency on the resonance layer position is also found due to the finite beta 

effects and the maximum heating efficiency is given when the resonance magnetic field 

strength is adjusted to the strength at the magnetic axis. The influence of radial electric 

field on the ICRF heating has been studied. The introduction of the radial electric field 

Er improves the heat efficiency when Er is positive (Er is directed radially outward). It 

has been also found that the heat efficiency for the 3He minority case is up to 30% higher 

than that of the proton minority case. 

In the present paper we have assumed constant temperatures of majority ions and 

electrons. However majority ions and electrons are heated by the slowing down process 

of accelerated minority ions and this process is affected by the change in temperatures. 

It will be one way to incorporate the Monte Carlo code with a plasma transport code 

to treat the temperatures consistently. We have assumed k\\ ĉ  0, k±p « 1, constant 

ERF over the resonance layer, and neglecting right hand circulating electric field of the 

ICRF wave for simplicity. Another problem to be solved is the influence of escaping fast 

ions on creating a radial electric field. The radial electric field, then, changes the loss 

cone structures for fast ions. Thus it is necessary to determine the radial electric field 

consistently by including fast ion radial losses. These problems are under investigation. 
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TABLE I. PARAMETERS OF THE LHD 

number of helical coil I 2 

number of field period m 10 

number of pairs of poloidal field coils 3 

major radius R 3.9m 

minor radius a 0.56m 

pitch modulation parameter of winding law a 0.1 

shift of magnetic axis A -0.15m 

strength of central magnetic field Bo 3.0T 

TABLE II. NUMBER OF FOURIER COMPONENT 

A [%] 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 

number of modes 33 42 55 114 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. Contour lines of the magnetic field strength of the finite beta LHD configurations in 

the Boozer coordinates. The bold lines show the contour lines of B=3.0T. 

FIG. 2. Mod-Bmi„ contours of the finite beta LHD configurations in the Boozer coordinates. 

The bold lines show the contour lines of Bniin=3.0T. 

FIG. 3. Time development of the minority ion heating: (a) averaged total energj' (solid line) 

and averaged perpendicular energj- (dashed line) and (b) the time development of 

the absorption energj' of minority ions (solid line) and the transferred energy to 

background particles (dotted line). The dashed line shows the transfer rate. 

FIG. 4. Comparison of the transferred energy to majority ions and electrons for two different 

plasma beta: (a) J0 = 0.0% and (b) /io — 6.0% and other parameters are £RF = 

2.5 x 10'V/m and $ 0 = 0. The closed circles show the transferred power to majority 

ions and the open circles are that to electrons. 

FIG. 5. Tj-pical orbits of trapped particle in LHD. (a) and (b) shows the typical orbits of 

deeply trapped particle and transition particle in the case of 3<> = 0.0%, respectively, 

and (c) and (d) are those in the case of i3o = 6.0%, respectively. We consider the 

50keV protons and the particle collisions and interaction with ICRF wave are not 

included. 

FIG. 6. Plots of the power transfer rate with changing the plasma beta and the strength of 

the electric field of RF wave. Closed circles, triangles, and squares (or solid, dashed, 

and broken lines) show the results of fa = 0.0,4.0, and 6.0%, respectively. 

FIG. 7. Influence of the resonance layer position on the transfer rate. Closed circles, trian

gles, and squares (or solid, dashed, and broken lines) show the results of BrM = Bari, 

and open circles, triangles, and squares show the results of BT„ ^ Bc,iB. 
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FIG. 8. Influence of the radial electric field on the transfer rate. Closed circles, triangles, 

and squares (or solid, dashed, and broken lines) show the results of <&o = 0 and open 

circles, triangles, and squares show the results with radial electric field. 

FIG. 9. Orbits of deeply trapped particle with radial electric field based on the inod-Bmt-n 

contours: (a) Jo = 0-0% case and (b) J 0 = 6.0% case. 

FIG. 10. Comparison of the results between proton and sHe rases. Closed circles, triangles, 

and squares (or solid, dashed, and broken lines) show the results of proton minority 

case and open circles, triangles, and squares show the results of *He minority case. 

FIG. 11. Radial profile of the transferred power to majority ions and electrons for : ,Hc minority 

case; (a) Jo = 0.0% and ()>) Jo = 0.0% and other parameters are E[{F = 2.5 x 103Y/m 

and $o = 0. 
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